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TAGLINE
FREEDOM CAN BE
A FORCE OF NATURE.
SYNOPSES
(VARIOUS WORD LENGTHS)
A discontented and apathetic young rural woman
spends her days renovating the country villa she
shares with her often absent husband. A regular
attempt to capture eels for their dinner-plates
creates an encounter between the woman and an
eel. One night the eel crawls into her bed and,
sensing her loneliness, makes love to her. Incapable
of understanding his wife’s overwhelming
connection with the eels, her husband kills her lover.
Unable and unwilling to forget this mystic affair she
is drawn to the eels’ riverbed, where she chooses to
join them. (91 words)
A discontented and lonely young rural woman is
seduced by eels - the keepers of the land. Incapable
of understanding his wife’s overwhelming
connection with the eels, her husband kills her lover.
Unable to forget this mystic affair she is drawn to the
eels’ riverbed, where she chooses to join them. (50
words)

A discontented young rural woman is seduced by
eels - the keepers of the land. The mystic affair
breaks her free of her apathetic marriage and draws
her into the eels’ realm. (31 words)
A discontented wife is seduced by eels - the keepers
of the land. The mystic encounter draws her into the
eels’ realm. (21 words)

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT:
PETER McCULLY
Eeling is a story with a clear narrative combined with
metaphoric and symbolic themes and compelling
visual moments. Upon reading Frances Edmond’s
script I recalled an exhibit of paintings by Auckland
artist Derek March featuring eels that had greatly
moved me. It has been Derek’s dark and
atmospheric landscapes which have inspired my
approach to realizing the script in visual terms. This
depiction of the river and the surrounding landscape
has been brought to life using live action filmed
plates, CGI, matte paintings and photographic
textures.
The heart of the film is the emotional state of our
heroine. As a script without dialogue, the depiction of
this state relies on strong performances from the
actress and supporting actors along with sound
design and a unique visual treatment. Placing the
heroine and her partner within a world that seems
“painted” creates a subtle feeling of unreality. This
idea that their modern world is out of step with the
natural world forms the basis for the film. Like the
straight lines of the house that oppose the curves of
nature her home, her world, is not aligned to the
natural order which exists right outside her window.

Residing in New Zealand most of the population live
but a short drive from unadulterated nature. Yet it is
still so easy to forget how much of our identity is
derived from the land, and how lost we would feel
without it.

WRITER’S NOTES:
FRANCES EDMOND
The Eeling story came to me after going
eeling with my extended family, in the
Tukituki River in Hawkes Bay - farming
country. One of the stories told at the time
was about eels being left in the washing
tub at the farmhouse and escaping when
the washing machine hose emptied into the
tub. The idea appealed to me.
I am interested in the border between what
actually happens and what we imagine
might happen, or what we might want to
happen - the notion of magic realism - and
especially what film can do with this. There
is no escaping the presence of mythology
surrounding eels in Aotearoa, New
Zealand. These are stories that surround
and emanate from the natural world – a
world that mythically eels are seen as
guardians of. These kinds of stories which
address our relationship to the natural
world have the power to challenge us to
see the world differently, to change our way
of thinking and feeling and even to give us
a way out - real or imagined – of impossible
situations.

PRODUCER’S NOTES:
MAILE DAUGHERTY
work was in the design and creation of the
environments.
The successful realisation of the Eeling
script relied on layering technical and
creative methods to create a world
embedded in both reality and mystic
fantasy. Building upon the script, as the
contributions of design, performance,
sound and visual manipulation were each
added, the story become embellished.
Through the talents of our craftsmen,
Eeling evolved, bringing forth greater visual
storytelling so essential in dialogue-free
filmmaking.
The practical challenge was distributing
resources across the greenscreen shoot
and the heavy visual effects and postproduction needs of the film. Only with the
cooperation and extreme generosity of both
production and post-production teams was
the film able to be made.
The visual style of the film was created
using three primary components. After
careful storyboarding the characters were
filmed in 4K on the Red One Camera with
key props and set pieces against a
greenscreen. In post the lion’s share of the

From the house to the river, all were
constructed using digital matte painting
techniques where real world photographic
and moving footage reference were
incorporated into digital 3D environments.
Thirdly, 3D eels were modeled, textured
and animated.
Once these three components of live
action, environmental matte painting and
3D animation were composited together,
the overall style based on Derek March’s
rich painting technique was applied. This
treatment served to tie the separate
components together into one seamless
work – expressing a world where, like our
lead character, the audience is invited to
have a tactile relationship with the
landscape and its creatures.
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